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Scope of Presentation

• Introduction to Cenex
• Approach Cenex will employ as a support agency for 

hydrogen and fuel cell projects
– Knowledge Transfer Network 
– Brokerage for Public Technology Procurement

• Conclusions 



Background to Cenex

• Cenex is the UK’s national Centre of Excellence for Low Carbon 
and Fuel Cell Technologies

• Cenex is a public-private partnership focused on the challenge of 
ensuring UK industry competitiveness in low carbon and fuel cell
technologies 

• The future design of vehicles will be significantly influenced by 
need to lower carbon emissions to cut fuel usage and tackle 
climate change 

• UK companies need to leverage the opportunities offered by low 
carbon & fuel cell technologies to sustain a competitive position 
in the global motor industry



Ownership

• Ownership designed to reflect UK industry interests in low carbon 
and fuel cell technologies
– Government sponsor

• Department of Trade & Industry
– Industry members

• Air Products
• Caterpillar
• Intelligent Energy
• Johnson Matthey
• Millbrook
• MIRA
• Ricardo
• TRW Conekt

– Representative Organisations
• Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership
• Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders
• UK Petroleum Industries Association 



Low Carbon & Fuel Cell Technologies

• Low carbon technologies
– Light-weight materials for vehicle weight reduction
– Advanced internal combustion engine technology
– Electric and hybrid-electric powertrains and energy 

efficient drivelines
– Alternative fuel combustion systems for bio-fuels and 

hydrogen

• Fuel cells and related systems



Cenex Aims

• To undertake technology mapping to communicate 
technology and market trends

• To mobilise an effective UK – located supply chain
• To influence the creation and deployment of fleet-scale 

demonstrators
• To facilitate affordable market entry by brokering public 

and private sector procurement
• To showcase UK competence and be a focal point for 

projects requiring international co-operation



Strategic Approach

• To ‘bring together’ UK expertise to promote innovation in low 
carbon and fuel cell technologies  

– though enhanced knowledge transfer and know-how
• Establish and manage a Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN) 

for low carbon and fuel cell technologies
• Enhance industry know-how through supporting technology 

demonstration (& replication) progressing to commercialisation

– through public and private sector investment 
• via UK supply chain to generate technology supply push
• via public procurement of low carbon & fuel cell vehicles to 

generate demand pull



Low Carbon and Fuel Cell KTN

• Cenex working with Fuel Cell Today, Fuel Cells UK and SMMT 
Foresight Vehicle to develop and implement a Low Carbon and 
Fuel Cell Technology Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN)

• The KTN combines 
– Web portal will provide hydrogen, fuel cell and other low 

carbon content 
• technology, market and policy-related content 
• communicated via news, reports, links, roadmaps, 

benchmarking, etc
– Community events (actual and on-line) focused on  

networking within and between communities to promote 
knowledge transfer and innovation





Roadmapping







Collaboration opportunities with the US Fuel cells 
consortium

Standards required for H2 refuelling in the UK –
progress to date

UKTI / FCO

BSiStandards
Development part 
2

#4 USA 
Collaboration

Follow up report on Collaboration opportunities with 
Germany

UKTI / FCO#8 German 
Collaboration

23/01/06
15.30

29/01/06
10.00

23/02/06
15.30

Regulations for Micro Power Generation in the West 
Midlands

Advantage West Midlands/ HSEMicro Power
Generation

06/02/06
15.30

Technology priorities/ bottlenecks and performance 
targets Roadmap

Fuel Cells UKUK Roadmap #5 06/02/06
15.30



Cenex as a Broker

• Broker for technology demonstrations with a focus on 
replication

• From demand-side perspective
– Seeking to identify target customers to form buying consortia for 

‘public technology procurement’ using mechanisms such as 
Forward Commitments

– Engaging with direct and in-direct sponsors
• National and local Government, Regional Development Agencies, 

European Union, etc
• Private sector (industry participants, leasing companies, investor 

community, etc)
• From supply-side perspective 

– Want to leverage opportunities for supply-push innovation
• To support UK supply chain development
• Collaborate internationally with UK supply chain working with global 

customer base 



Public Technology Procurement -
Forward Commitment Proposition

• An organisation commits to purchase a pre-defined quantity of a 
product\technology currently under development but not yet available 
as a commercial offering 

• The commitment is for a future date and is based on a specified 
product performance being achieved

• The supply of a product meeting this performance specification within 
the agreed timeframes and framework triggers the Forward 
Commitment

• The Forward Commitment is for a quantity of product sufficient to 
encourage supplier investment to ensure economies-of-scale 

• The Forward Commitment is enacted within the usual framework and
practices of public procurement (i.e. not illegal)

• Being trialled via a low carbon van exemplar project, with a view to 
using for hydrogen and fuel cell projects



Today’s Low Carbon Vehicle Options 
Don’t Meet ‘Required’ Performance 
Targets
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Customer Requirements Can Be Refocused 
e.g. on Environmental Performance Criteria
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Revised Performance Targets Help But 
How to Progress Beyond Prototypes? 
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Forward Commitment Provides 
Development Time Toward a Recognised 
Commercial Opportunity
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Meeting Performance Targets Triggers 
Forward Commitment
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Failure to Meet Performance & the 
Forward Commitment Doesn’t Happen
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Value of Brokerage Role

• For hydrogen and fuel cell projects value in having independent broker 
focused on bringing stakeholders together to work through potential 
barriers to implement (and replicate) demonstration projects 

– Independent but knowledgeable, informed about technology, market
and policy developments

– Capable of securing shared expectations between potential 
technology providers and technology users

– Skilled at project development (including sourcing funding) and 
project management for both public procurement and technology 
demonstration

– Capable of project managing the independent testing in Forward 
Commitment Projects

• Focus on overcoming inertia due to ‘risk’ issues
– e.g. from industry perspective, each project poses actual and 

‘opportunity’ cost\resource issues, often lack recognisable 
‘customers’ and are typically complex and time consuming to 
develop and require ‘creative financial thinking’ to fund



Conclusions

• Cenex new and unique public-private partnership focused on 
promoting UK innovation in low carbon and fuel cell 
technologies

• Cenex not an R&D centre – instead innovation delivery via 
– KTN 
– Brokerage role 

• KTN seeks to promote knowledge transfer within and between 
communities interested in low carbon and fuel cell technologies 
to speed innovation through technology dissemination 

• Brokerage for projects focused on demonstration in context of 
public technology procurement with the objective of replication 
(via Forward Commitment projects, etc) – demand pull tool for 
technology development

• Cenex contact point for international collaboration on transport
projects



Thank you for your attention

www.cenex.co.uk
Robert.evans@cenex.co.uk


